**General**
The innovative ARROW 3 Interceptor is designed to intercept and destroy the newest, longer-range threats, especially those carrying weapons of mass destruction.

ARROW 3 integrates seamlessly into the ARROW WEAPON SYSTEM (AWS) complementing the current and future blocks of the ARROW 2 - thus enabling upper-tier multiple engagement opportunities.

**Features**
- Two-stage interceptor
- Hit-to-kill warhead
- Compact and innovative design
- Very large defended footprint
- High lethality against all types of TBMs and warheads
- Outstanding maneuverability and divert capability
- State-of-the-art long-range acquisition high-resolution EO sensor
- An exoatmospheric interceptor for long-range threat engagement
- Upper-tier defense system
- Large kinematic envelope short time-of-flight enable a large number of interception opportunities
- Multi-tier defense achieved together with current ARROW WEAPON SYSTEM (AWS) reaches near zero-leakage-rate
- Low LCC